Strauss wanted Mendelssohn-like textures in his Salome. These Keilberth, one of the last cond uctors to work with
the composer, provides in this live Munich performance of 1951. His may not be the most glamorous or most
sensual of readings, but it is admirable in making the score sound diaphanous by not over-weighting it with heavy
emphases in the modern manner, although it has to be said that the recording sometimes obscures the conductor's
efforts.
Likewise the singers are inevitably heard in differing perspectives. Hotter's Jokanaan suffers from being placed too
deep in the bowels of the theatre when he's incarcerated in his cistern. For many the attraction of this set will
righ tly be his assumption of the prophet, one of his most famous roles in the early part of his long career, not
'officially' available on disc elsewhere.
A.B., Gram opho ne, September 1994 - (CD reissue, excerpt)
The Vienna Philharmonic's series, on Decca, of the Strauss major orchestral works with Clemens Krauss continues
with a recording, of superlative technical guali ty, of a rarity-Aus ltalien ..
Denza 1s tune [Funimh~fm1icula1 certainly enlivens this finale; so does a brittle and exposed style of scoring,
enormously diffic ult to play, that the Vienna orchestra bring off perfectly. Thro ughout they are on top fo rm: the
piccolo player has an unfortunate top G, and the principal oboe sometimes so unds dispirited (particularly when
exposed in a solo on the Sorrento beach); but nothi ng other than praise can be fou nd for the performance
elsewhere ... I don't know of any record that sounds better than this highly recommended one of Aus Italien.
M .M ., The Gramophone, June 1954 - (original LP issNe, excerpts)

Producer's N ote
As live staged opera reco rdings of the era go, the 1951 Keil berth Salome was remarkably successful., giving me
plenty to work from . This XR remastering has dealt with the rather constricted sound of the original, bringng o ut
depth, a sense of space, and a sparkling cop end that makes a huge difference to the dramatic impact of the
performance. This had the unexpected bonus of improving the perceived balance between singers and orchestra to
a significant degree, all of which is of great benefit to the overall impression of drama and what Gramop hone's
reviewer called a "vital sense of occasion''. I've coupled it with K.rauss's 1954Aus Ttalien at least partly because the
works fit well onto two discs - there was no suitable Keilberth Strauss recording to fulfill this role. The Decca
studio reco rding was indeed excellent for its day, but the tone was a little thin, especially at the bottom end. Again,
though, I had a good start, and the full, beautiful tone of the Vienna Philharmonic can now be heard to great effect
in one of Clemens Krauss's final record ing sessions. Andrew Rose
FULL PROGRAMME NOTES CAN BE FOUND ONLINE AT WWW.PRISTINECLASSlCAL.COM
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